


Multidisciplinary Textiles Designer
I adopt a multidisciplinary approach to textiles. I 
use techniques and materials that stretch the bound-
aries of textiles and fashion, producing a lot of the 
time, very unusual- yet beautiful outcomes. I design 
for luxury womens occasionwear with the ultimate 
goal of making women feel like the best versions of 
themselves. I embody style rather than fashion- fol-
lowing only trends that I think will endure and that 
I think my customers will want to embrace. I try not 
to define under a certain category or label. I design 
timeless pieces that adopt an understatedly beautiful 
and seductive style aesthetic using high end, pure 
fibres and materials. My work glorifies the weird and 
wonderful power of duality- combining, contrasting, 
juxtaposing, and harmonising handcraft with tech-
nology; structure with fluidity; soft materials with 
hard; ‘edited’ trends with my style aesthetic and my 
clienteles’; soft focus with sharp; and certainty with 
ambiguity and the unknown.



Organic Forms
Fungi and mushrooms have always fascinated me, 
particularly their surreal and magical feel. They 
embody so much rich, visual imagery that nourishes 
my mind artistically. The way their lines pleat, the 
way they create organic labyrinths, their subtle col-
our with pops of rich oranges, yellows and greens, 
their hard structures that sit in-front of their soft, 
crinkled layers behind and their thousands of tiny 
spores that grow and gather in clusters. They are 
a mysterious kingdom.  Like my work, they don’t 
define under a certain category or label.





Handcraft
My work celebrates slow, hand craft focusing on 
quality, authenticity and uniqueness. Textiles is a 
phenomenological experience that has an immediate 
sense. There’s a certain intimacy and integrity that 
comes with manipulating materials in a hands on 
way. My silk garments include pleated and smocked 
sections, voluminous ruffles and edges and hand-
made and hand embroidered beading. I draw with 
my hands and the material- allowing the beauty of 
my muse to take the lead, and to me, this is where 
the magic happens.





Acessories and styling pieces
My copper hardware adornments provide a har-
monic duality between machine and handcraft. Each 
adornment has a bespoke bend and finish by hand 
made to fit my individual clientele. My copper and 
wood hardwear can be used as separate jewellery 
pieces or as styling pieces that sit on top of the silk 
altering and distorting its natural drape on the body 
whilst cinching silhouettes in places that flatter the 
individual wearer for a fashion forward finish that is 
dramatic yet wearable.



Natural Materials
With my deep focus on craftsmanship, I source local 
and natural materials such as this raw wood veneer 
which was scraps from my Dad’s wood workshop. 
Its gorgeous linear grain references nature in more 
literal ways which brings an artisanal quality to my 
work. I subtly form the wood by hand- made to fit 
my clientele. Like my copper hardwear, my wood 
adornments can be worn as separate accessories or 
as styling pieces altering and transforming the fabric 
beneath.



Generated Perfection
I also embrace generated perfection. Photography 
plays a huge role in inspiring and driving my work. 
There’s a certain element of magic that comes with 
photography. A digital lens provides a huge scope 
to create atmosphere. I juxtapose soft focus using 
a shallow depth of field with sharp focus. I have al-
ways been intrigued by soft focus. It leaves a certain 
element up the imagination. Where sharpness and 
certainty dilutes into pools of light and dark in my 
digitally printed photography silk garments, I bring 
back an element of information with my fabric ma-
nipulation, my beading and my hardwear- sugges-
tively and elegantly hinting at what would have been 
there with a wider depth of field.


